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Message from the CEO
Hi everyone, another exciting 

busy productive Quarter in the 

development of the iPi Group. 

Our apartment complex up on Airvos 

Avenue Port Moresby is starting to 

show tangible signs of progress, 

the photo hereabouts on page 5 

depicts the initial cutting at the top 

of the land, and where you can see 

the roof of the old house on the right 

of the photo, which was only a few weeks ago, there is now just 

bare land with the house having been demolished to make way 

for the fresh development! 

One of our Directors, Apel Pote, benefitted greatly from the 

demolition by taking away truck load after truck load of materials 

from the demolition and converting them into 3 smaller dwellings 

on one of his private blocks! In a way it was saddening to 

remove the beautiful old original dwelling and its ties with a Port 

Moresby of days gone by, however given that the building was 

recycled and that we now have a readied development site the 

attitude is quickly becoming more upbeat. 

Some movement too on one of our other development sites, 

our wharf front warehouse complex in Lae is witnessing some 

movement with Trukai Industries exercising a right of subletting 

and one of the major mining companies looking toward entering 

our site as a further tenant. With Agility, Trukai, our own wharf 

based business and now a major miner all under our tenancy on 

the Lae wharf it is quite a hub of activity. 

During the quarter I signed approvals for some K15 Million 

in additional Prime Movers, Rigids, Tanks and Tankers for our 

transport fleet, with expansion of our InterOil contract, and our 

PJV cement contract, and am additionally pleased to announce 

a high volume fuel transport contract for CBI Clough into the 

Hides LNG area. This CBI Clough contract will require a further 

equipment spend in the order of K17 Million and will mark the 

introduction into our fleet of high end specialist rigid vehicles with 

both tank and additional tanker trailer capacities. 

Also on movements, this one of a staffing nature, I’m pleased 

to welcome a new Group Chief Financial Officer into our fold. 

David Sneddon joins us after a lengthy career at the Ford Motor 

Company, particularly their Credit operations where he held 

roles of ever increasing seniority seeing him work in five different 

countries around the world. With a holistic view controlling the 

Group finances David still manages a wonderfully detailed 

perspective picking up on and correcting a tax miscalculation on 

his first rotation, that was only a few hundred kina; that wasn’t the 

point though, the point was to have the records squeaky clean 

and correct right down to the last little amounts. 

Continued overpage …
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 Specialist bulk fuels and dangerous goods transportation

 General dry freight and line haul transport

  Fully integrated Camp Management, Catering and  
Janitorial Services for the Mining and Petroleum industries

  Quality Assured Hospitality delivery across the broader 
industrial sectors

  Professional and innovative Management and Staff  
Training facilitation

 Warehousing and dry goods storage
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Message from the CEO continued …

We’re glad David has chosen to add PNG to his list of countries 
worked in and look forward challenging him with the financial 
control of our Group. 

I’ve managed with conservative stewardship to build up quite 
a large cash reserve at our 10 Mile Lae plantation and the 
Quarter sees the beginning of implementation of our repairs and 
maintenance project wherein all the high covenant houses on 
the estate will be put through a refurbishment process over the 
coming months. 

In this issue of Insider Greg Langley, my Fleet and Logistics 
Manager writes of some of his experiences gained through 
working along the Highlands Highway, of his concerns for the 
welfare of road users and a few pertinent safety tips. Peter Long 
in business development writes of his ever busy schedule and 
Maso Mangape my General Manager Transport writes of an 
explosive situation out at the plantation, which saw us having 
to fly bomb disposal experts over to Lae from Port Moresby to 
explode a piece of World War II munition which we discovered 
on the property. From our Komo Airport catering site our 
National Training Manager Danny Ward writes of his most recent 
initiative into safety training, and then from Tolokuma he writes of 
our latest 5 day Hospitality Training Association of Australia site 
visit, this one aimed at enrolling our staff in Certificate III based 
courses in Commercial Cookery and Hospitality Operations 
and to begin their journey of training toward internationally 
recognised qualifications. From our Exxon Dream Inn project 
in Port Moresby Chris Moroney General Manager of Catering 
gives an update then Peter Long showcases a few of the long 
term staff he reacquainted with during a trip into Porgera. 

In our introduction to a staff member section Paul Wilkie, our 
Catering Operations Support Manager introduces Brigitta 
Pondros our catering HR boss. On the technology front my 
Transport Workshops Manager Daryl Diehl gives an update on 
our GPS Tracking system which is now being integrated into a 
broader systems management package over and above the base 
positioning interfaces. Our technology partner has now digitised 
the entire Highlands Highway and we see precise location 
reports now coupled with fuel burn reports, engine revolution 
reports and tolerance analysis and many other useful information 
sets. The Lae operations are in the process of setting up a GPS 
Situations Room from which we will monitor the entire fleet 
24 hours a day, 7 days a week with immediate issue response. 

I write briefly about Martin Kent supporting the development of 
cricket and Grahame Wicks our Group Administration Manager 
writes of our support of the Hagen Eagles in the Digicel Cup. 
All in all a tremendous Quarter. 

Business cannot of course always be exciting productive and 
positive, sometimes it can be heart wrenchingly difficult and we 
experienced such depths during the Quarter when we lost an 
employee in a most violent and horrific manner. On Saturday 
the 27th August at around 4:00pm a group of up to 8 armed 
criminals broke into our retail store at the Tolokuma mine site 
at which one of our employees was knocked unconscious and 
tragically another, Jannitha Ronny, was shot dead. Jannitha 
who had recently turned 39 had worked with us as a Retail 
Supervisor since August of 2008, she is married to John Kaima 
a Tolokuma Gold Mines employee and together they have 3 
children Brendan, Christopher Ronny and Christopher Eddie. Our 
heartfelt condolences are extended to the family and in their time 
of difficulty we are doing all we can as an employer to assist with 
the difficult arrangements that need to be made. 

As a show of respect for the family and in the course of prudence 
we closed the Tolokuma store for an extended period, only quite 
recently re-opening. We actively assisted Police and Tolokuma 
Gold Mine security staff with their investigations and on the 
7th October we received official confirmation from the Police 
of the arrest and charge with wilful murder of the man believed 
to have pulled the trigger. We worked closely with Jannitha’s 
maternal Uncle, AirNiugini Captain Joe Kumasi to ensure matters 
such as the Haus Krai were respectfully handled. Jannitha was 
a wonderful lady who was deeply respected by the team at 
Tolokuma and my heart is just torn apart with this tragedy.

Following the cruel occurrence, it was not my intention to keep 
an inaudible silence or to be reticent toward speaking of the 
horrific deed that had occurred; but rather to refrain from public 
comment while cooperating with mine based security personnel, 
with the Police, and above all respecting Jannitha’s family and 
assisting to tend to the difficult arrangements that needed to be 
made in such a time.

While the arrest of the alleged murderer does not breath life 
back into Jannitha, the wife, the mother, our wonderful employee; 
we do hope that the family is able to take some small comfort, 
some solace, in the fact that those responsible for the murder 
have been brought to justice. I would have gladly given the 
meagre amount the protagonists were seeking from my own 
pocket rather than bear witness to the inhuman act that occurred 
that cold August afternoon. 

Vail Jannitha. May you rest in peace.

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@CEO.iPiGroup.com.pg
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To each and all in our Group,

I extend my warm and very sincere 

welcome to this edition of the iPi 

Group’s ‘Insider’; this being our 

third publication for 2011 and on 

behalf of the Senior Management-

Leadership Team, I again trust that 

you will enjoy the read. It seems 

that we only have now about 42 

shopping days until Christmas? 

Better put folks, it is a common and 

perhaps semi-humorous way of saying that the year has simply 

flown by. As I write, I quietly reflect back on all the activities we, 

as a Group, have been involved both in (and with) thus far during 

2011. Trying to name them all is a real test of one’s memory. 

But then again, I find positive resolve in reflection as it helps me to 

apply focus on where we are going and importantly, why. 

Once again I have revelled in my workload; this not so much 

derived from the strict timelines we work under or the daily 

stresses and pressures we are subjected to or, even the heavy 

demands on our positions within the Group but more the overall 

enjoyment and satisfaction gained from seeing firsthand the 

quality outcomes delivered from the dedicated hard yards put in 

at each moment. You all understand what I mean here. I draw 

parallel in say, playing professional sport; none of us like the 

rigour and lengthy hours attached to practice but gee, there is 

great delight to be out there on the field come game day and 

couple this with a win well, life’s good. I’m unsure how you 

approach your work responsibilities each day but that is the 

pathway I choose to take; work hard, dedicated effort plus time 

and the rewards flow later. There is something about quiet and 

positive achievement.

Again over the past few months, I have thoroughly valued 

the time spent with our many highly prized and valued Client 

representatives across PNG and it is pleasing to embrace their 

professional and unfettered feedback on our various business 

entities and associated performances. Please understand that 

all feedback received is not necessarily what one would like to 

hear however learning Client views positively assists in us gaining 

far better and a more accurate handle on dealing with Client 

wishes, wants, needs, demands and importantly, expectations. 

I feel comfortable in listening. It is a skill we all should learn and 

practise with conviction.

Speaking of feedback, it is wonderful to hear that our newly 

refreshed iPi Group, iPi Catering and iPi Transport Television 

commercials are being talked about and, with both praise 

and polish. These are quite the talking point during the EMTV 

nightly (6pm) News broadcasts but interestingly enough, I have 

seen them splashed across the screen during Sixty Minutes, the 

Channel 9 Morning ‘Today’ show, during Sunday night movie 

screenings and dotted throughout other timeslots. Sounds as 

though I watch a lot of TV and I’ll not ‘fess up as to whether I do 

or don’t but it is terrific to see our quality and highly recognised 

Brand being reinforced so often and so professionally. Likewise, 

many have remarked on our newly presented and reformatted 

print Advertisements and it seems that people are indeed taken 

by the presentation and layout. They are impressive.

Given that of recent times this publication; the iPi Group’s ‘Insider’ 

has gone from solely an electronically distributed medium to now 

in a printed form, I am delightfully being asked often for extra 

copies. If you see me out early in the mornings on my pushbike 

pedalling around both Lae and Port Moresby, it will be not 

because I am desirous of additional exercise but more, proudly 

delivering, by hand, the latest news, views and gossip from 

within and around the iPi Group of Companies. Please, check 

your letterbox.

I continue to speak to a range of business people in country 

who are seeking the services; the many and diverse services 

of the iPi Group. It is nothing less than a personal pleasure to 

proffer openly the skills and expertise we as a combined group 

of people posses. Sharing that information and the applicable 

company background is the easy part. Delivering the quality 

goods and services is where things become both challenging and 

innovative but, equally rewarding. It is at this point the reliance 

on our teams and their expertise is essential. I once again wish to 

offer my personal thanks to all the individuals across the Group 

who have dedicated their time and talent so that I get it right 

always and consistently. I highly value your professional support 

and assistance, the guidance and tuition provided and please, 

never think this goes unnoticed. There are simply too many names 

to mention however I highlight Maso Mangape, Chris Moroney 

and their individual management teams.

You all are aware that I have worked proudly and closely 

with Judah Baru over the past year or so. Judah has been a 

most active member of the Business Development team and 

has secured the Port Moresby based tasks with enthusiasm 

and dedication. Thanks Judah. We now have an additional 

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

From the Group Business Development Desk
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member of the team and I take great pride in introducing each 

and every employee of the Group to Martin Dangi. Martin is a 

highly skilled and highly educated gentleman who has a depth 

of Business Development expertise/experience and Community 

Affairs exposure second to none in PNG. Martin has accepted 

a very important role in the Group; is working alongside both 

myself and Judah and has the boundless energy we feed off. 

We wish Martin all the very best in his new found charter with the 

iPi Group, we expect many things from him and the pressure to 

perform will not be eased. Welcome aboard Martin.     

I cannot and will not include any material pencilled by myself 

(and for inclusion in our ‘Insider’ publication) which does not 

acknowledge our highly valued suite of Clients. Providing the 

extensive and quality goods and services will always be our 

pleasure; that is what we do and proudly dedicated to the 

delivery of the same and thus I acknowledge the long term and 

continuing support of Barrick Gold Corp, ExxonMobil, Esso 

Highlands, the MCJV, Red Sea Housing Construction, Petromin, 

InterOil Products Limited, British and American Tobacco, Agility 

Projects, Trukai Industries, Origin Energy-BOC, Nuigini Oil 

Company, the MMJV Hidden Valley and MCC Ramu Nickel 

along with our many other dedicated customers. Thank you each 

and all. 

Further, I thank and acknowledge our extensive suite of trusted 

suppliers all of whom perform amazing tasks. The iPi Group is 

a significant contributor to the National economy and this by 

way of capital expenditure, Project goods and commodities, 

consumables and importantly, investments into the Project areas 

in which we work. We now have in excess of 1000 dedicated 

and highly skilled, enthusiastic and motivated employees working 

across the iPi Group and accordingly, our fortnightly payroll 

sustains many communities through extended family payments. 

We are proud to remain an Employer of choice.   

To our Catering teams working across Papua New Guinea, 

congratulations on your efforts and achievements. Your rewards 

come via Client satisfaction and indeed, there are many happy 

Clients delighted to acknowledge the high standards of fare 

produced and presented at each meal session regardless of the 

location. To our Camps and Cleaning-Janitorial Staff, terrific job 

in making absolutely certain our working residents are all taken 

care of with professionalism and commitment.

To our Transport teams, you are clocking up the highway 

kilometres but, we require significantly more traction on further 

loads; these through to our overly keen customers. Overall rates 

of consumption are showing a progressive and steady increase 

across many projects; your challenge is to meet the off-takes and 

more some. We know you can achieve good things. Bulk Cement 

through to the Porgera Joint Venture has been quite the journey; 

Greg and your Logistics people, thank you for all your diligence 

and hard work there. Daryl and the Workshop folks, well done 

given your abilities and capacity to spin trucks and equipment 

out efficiently; the throughput is a Godsend. Bill in Hagen and 

the Goroka/Hagen based teams – keep pushing the boundaries 

please; we need those wheels turning.

I cannot help but suggest once again, there is opportunity 

to follow and business growth only just around the corner. 

Never forget though, we still need your support individually and 

collectively. It is the ‘team’ which achieves great things – strong 

leadership allows it to happen. 

In closing, sincere thanks to all of you who continue to submit 

photos, articles and presentations for inclusion in the ‘Insider’. 

Please, keep them coming. Remember that this Newsletter is 

our internal broadcast to all employees – sharing your stories, 

spreading the news and having some fun equally at your 

workplace is important. 

Enjoy the read and stay safe, work safe, be safe.    

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Group’s apartment complex on Airvos Avenue Port Moresby is making progress
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For those of us who live and work in Papua New Guinea, 

there are boundless stories centred around ‘just discovered’ 

old World War II bombs and mortars. Well, not many people 

actually get to see these relics up front and in the flesh so 

to speak. 

Surprise, surprise — two residents of our Buambub Plantation 

recently uncovered only 100 metres from the main Administrative 

Office Block what they thought to be a bomb. Yes. A bomb. 

A real bomb but, was it live? The so called news of the discovery 

sent an air of excitement through the place; security were sent 

scampering, people were strictly instructed not to enter the area 

and a general air of “what do we do next” unfolded. 

Fortunately our iPi Property Holdings Staff had the situation well 

and truly covered. They secured the site and immediately phoned 

the Authorities who interestingly enough, had to travel from Port 

Moresby to Lae. This was indeed organised very quickly and all 

people working out of our Admin Centre then settled in for the 

arrival of the Bomb Disposal Experts. The following day two PNG 

Navy based experts appeared and introduced themselves to us.

Our Property Staff keenly wandered-escorted the gentlemen 

through a narrow and slightly off the beat but no less, well worn 

path and there, sitting only metres from where many people 

regularly pass through was… the bomb! The response from 

the experts was swift; “yes, it is live and it is very dangerous”. 

The Navy men then went about calmly digging a pit or two 

beside the bomb, stretched out many metres of electrical type 

cable through from the bomb’s position to a well protected and 

highly secured control point. After an hour or so of very diligent 

and concentrated work, the full clearance of the immediate area 

was called for. Sirens sounded, security double checked for any 

people within the zoned off location and after a countdown… 

WHOOOOOOF! The Navy experts exploded the bomb making 

harmless the site. Whilst all spectators were positioned well away 

from the immediate area, one could hear the controlled explosion 

100’s of metres away. Even our Workshop employees across 

the Highway heard the very loud thump. The Admin building felt 

the reverberation. We are indeed used to regular earth-tremors 

in Lae but this was one was whilst short and quick, loud and 

thunderous.

It remains a good lesson for all of us who wander through virgin 

undergrowth. Keep a close watch out for old rusty metal objects 

as they could well be live and explosive relics from World War II.     

Maso Mangape, General Manager, iPi Transport 

Maso.Mangape@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg    

Explosive Action on the Buambub Plantation!

PNG Navy Bomb Disposal Experts at work doing their stuff
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iPi Catering remains both heavily committed and seriously 

focused on safety and on-going safety training. So once again 

and in conjunction with our highly valued client, the MCJV in 

Komo, we joined forces in early August and held a series of 

special hand safety toolbox meetings.

Held on site at both the Komo Pioneer Camp and main Airfield 

Camps, the initiative was to educate, re-educate and reinforce to 

all iPi Catering staff about the true value of their most expensive, 

most important and best described, the irreplaceable tool – 

our hands.

The continuing 30 minute dedicated training sessions were 

delivered by one of the MCJV’s most trusted and experienced 

trainers, ‘Trainer Mark’ and involved some hand games, a very 

informative power point presentation and all staff signing a giant 

hand to commit to the agreement to PROTECT YOUR HANDS.

The importance of regularly holding and conducting on-going 

toolbox meetings is to reinforce basic training concepts in 

subjects such as Occupational, Health & Safety, Food Safety 

and Personal Hygiene, Company Policy & Procedure and the 

associated motivation generated from these sessions cannot be 

overlooked. The toolbox meetings offer the opportunity to directly 

and personally interface and communicate with all staff and do 

so in relaxed and non-threatening manner. In fact, messages 

delivered via toolbox forums are often the most effective says 

Danny Ward, iPi Catering’s National Training Manager.

The iPi Catering – Training department is currently looking at 

updating toolbox topics and accordingly suggests for inclusion 

in our new toolbox kit, a concept which provides all our sites 

with a comprehensive calendar of events with appropriate and 

applicable resources to cover important safety topics such as 

personal presentation at the service counter, OH&S issues, 

Food Safety, Food Hygiene, Chemical safety-Storage-Usage-

Handling along with other topics such as customer service 

technique, conflict resolution and HIV awareness.

We ask that you once again put your professional thinking caps 

on and send through your thoughts and suggestions on safety  

or safety related topics or, even perhaps your ideas on resources 

that you may have or want to see included and available 

or, even may we suggest ideas that you wish developed 

further. Please forward all directly through to the National 

Training Manager.

We look forward to embracing your continued commitment  

and work place involvement.

Danny Ward, iPi Catering, National Training Manager 

Danny.Ward@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Catering  

Safety Training on the MCJV Komo Airport Project

iPi Catering Safety Training at the ExxonMobil PNG LNG Komo Airfield Construction site in the Southern Highlands of PNG
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On 16 August we finally witnessed that much anticipated and 

long awaited formal visit by our trusted and highly respected 

catering training partner, the Hospitality Training Association 

– this to our much valued Petromin, Tolukuma Gold Mine site. 

The visit lasted 5 days.

HTA Trainers Chef David Husbands and our long-term associate, 

Mr Andrew Fuller, braved the mist, heavy rains and the rugged 

mountain scenery for the 45-minute chopper ride up into the 

Central Province. It was David’s first ride in a helicopter and he 

apparently is still talking about this to his work colleagues and 

friends!

The purpose of the visit was to:

1.  Formally enrol our staff in the HTA (Australian Qualification) 

Course for both Certificate III in Commercial Cookery & 

Certificate III in Hospitality Operations. 

2.  For David and Danny to further develop the cookery 

component, (now completed right up to the end of a certificate 

III in cookery).

3.  Up-skill our iPi Catering Trainer, Soni Taka, in the HTA delivery 

and assessment process.

4. Implement the training program.

David Husbands said “We have, as you all know, been 

delivering this course in Porgera for some five years now with 

great results so it’s fantastic to finally be able to implement the 

qualification process to the iPi Catering staff up here, all of 

whom have worked so hard to become well established and 

effective members of the iPi Group family. This process is in one 

way a reward for efforts as well as helping to provide iPi with a 

work-ready and responsive Catering Team for further Catering 

expansion opportunities in the future”.

Whilst on site, Mr Andrew Fuller (Food & Beverage Specialist), 

trained staff in espresso coffee production and dining room 

technique and did so with great results and much enthusiasm. 

The short course concluded with one of his famous 

“Coffee Competitions”; now an annual event in Porgera.

The competition was judged by client representatives: 

 Shane Schurmann – Mine Superintendent (Australia) 

 Michael Rakuita – MTS Manager (Fiji ) 

 Rodney Vere – Surface Operation Supervisor (PNG)

Danny Ward commented, “The different nationalities of the 

judges gave quite the ‘international feel’ to the event which 

was of course, extremely popular with all the staff present”. 

Danny chuckled way by saying, “Although each and every staff 

iPi Catering

iPi Catering and the Hospitality Training Association
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member present all professed to love coffee, they did seem to 

have had their quota by the end of the competition!!!”. 

The winners of the competition were Ruth John & Rose Siva each 

of whom produced coffee results so close the judges were unable 

to choose a clear winner, so a tie was awarded.

Prizes: 

 First place was 10kg bag of much desired rice 

 Second place K50.00 in cash 

 All other contestants received a gift of gratitude.

Mr Andrew Fuller later commented that he had noticed all the 

contestants dividing up the prizes after the competition; this so 

everybody received an equal share of the ‘bootie’ (a hidden 

moment missed by most but one which demonstrates that strong 

sense of team and community spirit).

On behalf of the iPi Group and the iPi Catering Team, well done 

to all staff involved. The HTA plan to return in the near future; 

this to reassess the progress of the program and hopefully award 

qualifications to those most deserving. 

Danny Ward, iPi Catering, National Training Manager 

Danny.Ward@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg
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Where would one expect to see consistently stunning 

foodservice, happy and highly trained catering staff, motivated 

graduate students and a client delighted with contractual 

performance? Well, look no further than the Dream Inn, 

Port Moresby.

The Dream Inn is the facility known as the ExxonMobil Centre 

for Excellence – this in the education and training specifically 

geared to accommodate the next generation of ExxonMobil 

Graduate Trainees in all things LNG. Some 75 highly articulate 

and extremely progressive trainees live on-site and attend classes 

during the week and all this with the aim of further enhancing 

their already high level of education and understanding.

The iPi Catering staff, under the leadership and direction of 

Mr Jimmy Sarowa, deliver each every day, not only a quality 

foodservice of note, but do so in the safest of manners. People 

safety, food and product safety along with safe work practices 

all go hand in hand at the Dream Inn. The focus on safety 

is a priority yet this is balanced with practicality and work 

efficiencies. Our catering team do us proud; they lend that air of 

professionalism and commitment but importantly, every member 

of the team know and understand just how best to deliver the 

service expected and then, more some – having that excitement 

to go to work each day knowing that at the completion of one’s 

shift, the foodservice involvement has been prepared carefully 

and with conviction but also specially presented and finally 

consumed with thanks. That is a wonderful feeling and it shows 

on the faces of the Catering team for hours on end.

It seems that our catering folk located at the Dream Inn enjoy 

immensely all that they do; the atmosphere is both comfortable 

and relaxing and further, the individual job satisfaction derived it 

appears is most rewarding.

We are delighted with our Contractual performance and 

professional involvement with ExxonMobil. Our ability to equally 

partner ExxonMobil in this venture is both exciting and embraced 

with a keen sense of balance. 

We wish to acknowledge the ExxonMobil Staff and Graduates 

located out on the Dream Inn site in Port Moresby and equally 

wish to pass on our thanks to each and all for their company, 

friendship and work related feedback. It is highly appreciated. 

To Ms Patti McNulty and her team of leaders, thank you too. 

For those of us who knew Mr Rob Black, we trust his new 

found role over in Canada is as exciting and rewarding as 

his time in Port Moresby. Thanks Rob, you are missed by the 

iPi Catering Crew.  

Congratulations team and a job very well done.

Chris Moroney, General Manager, iPi Catering 

Chris.Moroney@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg  

iPi Catering 

ExxonMobil Dream Inn Project
ExxonMobil Graduate Students

ExxonMobil Safety Notice Board

Catering people at the Dream Inn
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In early August, the iPi Transport Senior Management Team met 

with Scott O’Reilly, the iPi Group’s CEO, and presented formally 

an updated Quarterly review on the positioning of many vital 

and important facets of our Transport business.

I specifically chartered Greg Langley, iPi Transport’s Fleet and 

Logistics Manager and Daryl Diehl, iPi Transport’s Workshop 

Manager with the task of putting together a detailed and 

comprehensive package of information; this for tabling, 

discussion, review and finally CEO ratification, sign-off and 

endorsement. All this was indeed focused on our forward plan 

2011-2012.

Our presentation included a full overview on our current 

workloads, Contractual obligations-responsibilities and 

compliances. Further, we presented to our CEO a highly focused 

individual Client based fleet review, load requirement detail and 

delivery volume summary and together with this, a tracking of our 

trucking cycle times and journey management systems. Of course 

and without saying our safety records, safety systems, safety 

compliance and relevant updates were tabled.  

Our highly valued Clients all require specific attention to their 

wants and needs and accordingly, we tailor our equipment 

specifications with both accuracy and absolute reflection given 

the transport requirements at hand. Daryl and Greg behind 

the scenes plan current truck movements and fuel volume 

haulage rates and do this bearing in mind the dedicated fleet 

numbers allocated to our individual Clients. Greg will have his 

fleet number needs for each Project but equally has specific 

requirements for each unit and therefore, Daryl lends his 

expertise and experience in supporting this venture. Daryl, as 

part of his overall Workshop Management, also lends and 

shares, tabled accurate records on truck and equipment 

maintenance, equipment replacement needs and the potential 

and alternative sourcing any new trucks-bulk fuel tankers-rigid 

units-multi axle vehicles-light vehicles-buses- side lifters-forklifts  

and the like. 

Our Transport Fleet Replacement Program was walked through 

and options on configurations were spoken of at length. 

There are current trucks and equipment due for retirement,  

others within our fleet which only require a re-spec of sorts, many 

new trucks and bulk fuel haulage equipment are scheduled for 

purchase and further, the timelines for all the above need careful 

and planned review. Going beyond the current known’s we of 

course must appropriately plan for the future volume increases; 

these into the many sites and depots we deliver. 

There is a commercial fine balance on all we are involved with 

and in. We, in tabling any new information to our CEO, must 

cover off on the issues of lead-times given the ordering of new 

equipment, the specifications required, the shipping times, the 

applicable on-costs attached to imports of equipment, Client 

requirements, industry specifications, safety considerations, life 

expectancy of critical equipment noting the harsh and unrelenting 

environment which we operate in, accessibility and availability 

of spare parts, servicing requirements, pricing options and 

alternatives, funding and importantly, how we generate maximum 

capacity, income or revenue from each unit in our fleet. Not 

having all the above information at the presentation will result in 

nothing less than a steely glare.

Many of us across the Group see our livery of highly polished 

trucks running along the Highlands Highway yet understandably, 

have no idea of the planning which goes in behind the arrival of 

a new unit placed into the fleet nor perhaps how the overall fleet 

is managed. 

I thought better to offer all readers of the ‘insider’ an overview 

of what happens behind the scenes in obtaining the applicable 

approvals from the most Senior of Manager’s, the man with the 

responsibility of any final sign off. Trucking is not an easy business 

venture and the exposure of significant capital cost is one which 

we are highly cognisant of.  Investment does not come cheaply; 

taking absolute advantage of each and every truck in our fleet 

and maximising the performance of such is primary. Not only can 

we then operate a more efficient and effective business but so too 

do our highly valued Clients ultimately benefit.

I trust my brief outline here is not only informative to our readers 

but also lends a clearer understanding; a better appreciation of 

the care and attention we place in our Transport Management 

procedures and planning.

As a result of the meeting  and presentation, the CEO signed 

approvals for 10 additional Prime Movers for our InterOil 

contract, 10 additional tankers also for InterOil, a rigid and 

tank for our Goroka fuel town deliveries, 2 further Prime Movers 

and ISO Tanks for our PJV cement contract, 4 demountable 

tanks for flexible use. All in all some K15 million in additional 

capital expenditure.

Maso Mangape, General Manager, iPi Transport 

Maso.Mangape@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg
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You may recall that in our last edition of the ‘insider’, I submitted 

a few words outlining my most recent journey through to Porgera. 

I promised to add further information specifically about our 

dedicated people who live and work up there in the next edition 

and true to my word, here they are. I share these with you all …

You all understand that Porgera, the people of the Porgera valley, 

the iPi workforce and the activities we are involved high up in the 

Enga Province, all mean a great deal to me. It was where I first 

commenced my working journey in Papua New Guinea and a 

place I refer to often as ‘home’.

OK, my mid-year Porgera bound travel was all work related but 

putting that aspect to one-side, it was personally very refreshing 

and most rewarding to once again meet with old acquaintances, 

work mates, PJV colleagues along with friends and their families 

from the area. I have attached an assortment of photos I took 

whilst up there. Please excuse my photography skills but these 

shots remain a great reminder of the people I know and respect. 

I trust you enjoy the smiles on the many faces.

I pay special mention to our people at the PJV Mine-site; our 

dedicated and committed Catering Staff at Alipis 11, at the 

National Meals Kitchen, over at Suyan, in the various Camp 

Offices, in the Admin Office and dotted throughout the operation 

inclusive of our drivers and security people. Combined you 

professionally perform as a well oiled machine. Your ongoing 

and work related skills training have been embraced and what 

is interesting or perhaps most rewarding for me is to see just 

how far many employees have come by way of job roles way 

back in 1995 to that of now … so many of you hold positions 

of responsibility, have moved up in the chain of command, have 

taken on extra workloads, moved across to other iPi Catering 

sites and in doing so, shared with new employees much of what 

you both know and have learned. I congratulate each and all 

for the attention you pay to detail and the support you offer 

iPi Catering and the iPi Group.

And so too our people working out of the Paiam Warehouse. 

Your support services are essential to the smooth running of the 

site catering enterprise. I was quite surprised and indeed taken 

back seeing so many of the original people employed from day 

one still there, still beavering away, still happy and content and 

importantly, still offering that professional service we were always 

renowned for.  

I dropped over albeit for a very short period of time and said 

hello, paid my respects to the iPi Group Porgera Head Office 

people … again, smiles all round. Of course, staying up at the 

Mountain Lodge bought many fond memories of the early days 

flooding back. Seeing personally the innovative changes made 

and experiencing the quality service presented there was a ‘feel 

good’ moment. As an aside and whilst on the topic of Mountain 

Lodge, I recently met up (in Lae) with an old ex PJV Manager 

iPi Group
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who also only last month visited Porgera; this on a work related 

matter and stayed at the Mountain Lodge … well, his feedback 

and response given was that his stay was nothing less than 

inspiring. He was delighted with the service and hospitality and 

he made specific mention that all staff presented professionally 

and with a smile, all people could not have been more helpful 

and further, the relaxed but comfortable atmosphere made his 

journey all that more memorable. I was chuffed to receive that 

feedback and accordingly I publicly bring your attention to the 

same and with thanks.

It was terrific to chat to the hardware and servo staff too. Sure, 

I had to refuel my vehicle but the process of doing so took ages 

given all the handshakes, the ‘Station meet the people walk’ 

the backslapping and the occasional yells in the background, 

”Hey, Feter … you’re back!”

In closing folks, there were many moments to remember and 

far too many to list here in this article but, one that absolutely 

stands out was at an entry of mine through the top gate into 

the main PJV Administration block; I was en-route to a meeting 

with John Gillman when I obviously had caught the attention 

of a long term PJV Security Guard. Yep, he saw me and came 

bolting over to the vehicle driver’s side window and as he ran, 

all I could hear was him yelling out “Chris, Chris, Chris … hey, 

long time”. Now, I understand that Chris (Moroney) and I go 

back many, many years and our work association whilst the both 

of us were stationed at Porgera is steeped in history but gee … 

I am the one with still just a little hair left albeit greying ever so 

quickly! It sounds as though Chris and I are indeed twins. Just for 

the record, I still have a quiet chuckle over the remark and I have 

happily shared this with Chris post my visit. He too enjoyed 

a laugh.     

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg
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It is with pleasure that we introduce the readers of the ‘insider’ 

to Ms Brigitta Pondros. Now, many within the iPi Group will not 

know Brigitta and this for a number of genuine reasons; many 

of us work in remote locations, Brigitta has only been with us a 

reasonably short period of time and importantly, she is indeed 

located or perhaps better put, ‘locked away’ down in our 

iPi Catering Port Moresby Office.

A belated but warm and heart-felt welcome to the Team Brigitta 

and we trust you will enjoy fully your role as our Human 

Resources Manager for all things Catering.

Brigitta carries the full and entire responsibilities of Catering 

based recruitment, employee record keeping, liaison with Senior 

Catering Management and Accounting Staff along with regular 

communications with Payroll Staff, Safety and Training Staff, 

Project Managers plus, the stewarding and supervision of her 

own team of HR assistants. 

Those of us who work out of the Port Moresby Office know how 

comfortable the environment is; the location and surrounds offer 

some tranquillity given the daily cut and thrust of our pressured 

workloads but, what equally makes this place all the more 

attractive to work from are the people who share the space. 

Although we quietly suggest that Brigitta is just one of the many 

attractive faces who brighten our Office up, she, through her 

work responsibilities adds an air of professionalism, a sense of 

urgency and an abundant amount of mentoring support to her 

colleagues.     

Brigitta brings to the iPi Group’s Catering division highly skilled 

expertise and lengthy experience. Her background knowledge 

and understanding in and of HR (as extensive as it is) has been 

highlighted very recently given the steady and planned growth of 

our Catering enterprise. Accordingly, many new employees have 

now joined our ranks. Pivotal in this recruitment process has been 

Brigitta; her management and co-ordination of advertisements, 

resume’ collation, reference checks, interviews, inductions, 

placements, travel planning, Visa and Work Permit applications, 

Passport attendance and the like along with the direction and 

guidance she offers her own assistants has been exemplary.

We are all delighted with the level of involvement and enthusiasm 

Brigitta injects. Obviously she delights in her work as nothing 

seems to be a problem or issue to her. Handling left field 

questions? Delivered with ease. Juggling a multiple tasks? 

No problem. Dealing with sensitive or delicate issues? All in a 

day’s work. Coping with pressure? Don’t know the meaning of 

the word it seems.

Yep, we are all happy to have Brigitta onboard.

Paul Wilkie, Operations Support Manager, iPi Catering 

Paul.Wilkie@iPiGroup.com.pg
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As part of sharing information with the readers of the ‘insider’; 

this with updates and stories on general happenings in and 

around the iPi Group we thought best to offer the following piece 

of exciting news to all.

Our Transport Division is indeed embracing high-end technology 

and doing so to further advance and enhance the very many 

aspects of our operation. Many of you have heard the term 

‘GPS’ (Global Positioning System). In a nutshell, via satellite 

access we can pin-point exactly where a vehicle is at any one 

time. The information is instantaneous and very accurate. 

The question asked of some is, “Why would we want to continue 

down the path of vehicle tracking?” It is a simple question but it 

comes with a complex answer. 

Transport business efficiencies these days come with 

responsibilities beyond just locating a truck or a tanker or a light 

vehicle or better put, just knowing where it is. We, as part of our 

role in the management and co-ordination of our fleet, seriously 

take into account driver safety, driver journey management, 

monitoring of rest periods and driver breaks and importantly, 

we require accuracy in the management of truck movements and 

overall cycle times of our fleet. Being reliant on just being told 

by phone or perhaps via a VHF radio call from the drivers of 

our trucks just where they are is not good enough. Problems with 

communications can leave voids in our knowledge and having 

to rely on technology beyond our control is equally not good 

enough these days.   

Embracing high-end technology is not a cheap pathway to take; 

serious consideration and review is undertaken well prior to 

decisions being made however iPi Transport, being the leader 

in bringing forth the most up to-date ancillary additions into 

our business arm, take the view that using the most advanced 

available technology to our best advantage is the way to go.

Accordingly, the data immediately accessible and or retrieved 

from our system is not limited to simply the location or position  

of a vehicle but more:

  Overall trip, sector and or journey information

  A driver aid, a driver training tool, a driver 

performance record

  An engine and componentry monitoring system which 

immediately alerts abnormal issues for example, overheating, 

loss of pressures, loss of power, electrical faults, braking 

system warnings and the like … indeed extensive and 

comprehensive

  Provides relevant background but accurate or real time 

mechanical information assisting support or breakdown crews

  Can alert drivers to dangerous or abnormal road conditions

  The system interfaces with Transport Operations and warns 

of lengthy idle times, truck engine/componentry/electrics 

interference, tampering of product and fuel consumption rates 

and records.

Whilst this is only a very broad brush overview of our new 

system’s full and complex capabilities, we are delighted to 

own the most advanced two way monitoring gear being used 

on highways. Our drivers are now not out there on their own; 

our system is there to help and assist all facets of our transport 

operation and the interface with our people, our fleet and our 

maintenance sectors is complete. It is a closed loop.   

Thus far all trials on the new and advanced GPS Tracking system 

are proving fruitful and rewarding. Further extensive monitoring 

is planned and new procedures and processes are being written. 

Working alongside the software experts has been an experience 

given that we have added geo-fencing, extra data requirements, 

modified certain facets of the technology and adapted all this to 

our working environment, road routes, customer-Client waypoints 

and areas of alert or concern.

All told, our innovative additions and inclusions remain second to 

none in Papua New Guinea and we are most proud to remain 

the leaders in embracing technological advancements designed 

specifically for the Transport Industry. 

Daryl Diehl, Workshop Manager, iPi Transport 

Daryl.Diehl@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg
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It is both disturbing and frightening to hear day after day (and 

this through a myriad of media sources in PNG) the number of 

serious road accidents resulting in injury and or death. Short of 

domestic violence and the mistreatment of women nothing sickens 

and saddens me more than to learn of yet another road trauma. 

It affects so many people.

As a frequent user of the Highlands Highway, it has been my 

personal misfortune to see the aftermath and tragic results of 

traffic accidents involving PMV’s, overloaded cars or Landcruisers 

and more frightening, heavy haulage vehicles. We are being 

bombarded with TV advertisements calling for greater road 

traffic vigilance and concentration. It appears though much of this 

information is falling on deaf ears. I applaud and fully support 

the concept of “road safety … it is not a game”.

I wear two hats in writing this piece for the insider 1) as a private 

user of our road system and 2) as a person directly involved 

in the road freighting of dangerous goods and general cargo. 

Allow me to address the second part first.

iPi Transport is a major user of the Highlands Highway. It is our 

lifeblood and as such, our dedicated and professional (not to 

mention, highly trained) highway drivers rack up collectively 

millions of kilometres each year. In the main, most journeys 

made are absolutely incident free, they are safe and extremely 

well planned and executed. We have strict safety standards, 

extensive safety systems which are well established, journey 

management plans attached to our delivery schedules, dedicated 

and mandatory rest periods for our drivers at each of our depots 

along the Highway together with random drug and alcohol 

testing for our total workforce (not just drivers). We practise safe 

driving techniques, we have our own in-house driver trainers and 

further, we address with our each of our drivers the need for 

close watch and attention on all other road users around them. 

Regardless of all these measures put in place and strictly adhered 

to, we are still not immune to having occasional involvement in 

road accidents. 

It is on that note I plead to each and everyone, please drive 

in accordance to the road conditions which prevail at the 

time. Slow down even if it is only by a few kilometres per hour, 

stay well back from any vehicle in front of you, have your vehicle 

well serviced and maintained, in good order, in road worthy 

condition and, never drive when tired or stressed. 

I worry that anytime one hears, sees or reads about a heavy 

haulage vehicle being involved in an accident, the immediate 

default position held by many is that it must be the truck drivers 

fault. That is a sad and unfortunate view or opinion and one, 

as a transport representative, I strongly take objection to. We 

have never had any of our drivers take the view or hold position 

that they are intentionally going out on the Highway to hurt, 

injure or kill another person or persons. Quite the opposite is 

true … our people take every measure to avoid circumstances 

which could result in an accident yet time after time we see our 

drivers taking serious avoidance measures to evade other not so 

considerate users of the Highway. 

iPi Transport is an active participant in the Road Transport 

Users Group; this along with many other transport companies 

especially based in Lae. The Group regularly meets and as part 

of discussion topics, road safety is predominant and a priority. 

We appeal to Government authorities to assist with quality road 

surfaces, applicable and appropriate road signage, enforcement 

of road rules through effective Policing and equally, we support 

iPi Transport

Our Plea for Highway Driver Safety
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and promote industry based driver training. Blaming heavy 

haulage carriers for the ills of Highway road trauma is not 

accurate or balanced.

As a private user of the PNG road system, it is increasingly 

worrying that one seemingly is driving two cars these days; 

the one we are actually steering the one we are watching 

closely-this the nearest to our vehicle. It appears that driver 

skill, experience, training and education need a serious ramp 

up. If we are to avoid continued road trauma we all need to 

understand and recognise the voids or limitations we all have 

and drive accordingly.

We focus our attention in and around the workplace on safety 

knowledge, safety procedures, safe work methods, safe working 

limits and the like. Yet, knowing all this and understanding 

that iPi Transport encourages every one of our highly valued 

employees to attend work, work safely then arrive home unhurt 

and healthy all too often we forget the message of road safety 

and the application and dedication to the same.

To everyone in the iPi Group … road safety is not something  

we can ignore. To do so will come at our peril. We need to think 

road safety, talk road safety, encourage safe driving methods, 

communicate the message to our families and school children, 

friends and community associates. We need to take the lead and 

not only continue to drive our fleet safely but be the very people 

who articulate the message to all around us.

Please, concentrate when you are next out on the road … we do 

not want to see any of our people being listed as a road accident 

victim or statistic.  

Have a quiet look at these pictures and think about the results 

of the incident. Ask yourself the question …”what if the person 

involved was one of my family members?” Sobering isn’t it?

Greg Langley, Fleet and Logistics Manager,  

iPi Transport 

Greg.Langley@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg
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Early in the quarter I was lucky enough to host Martin Kent and a 
mate of his for a day’s mackerel fishing on board my boat  
‘A Salt Weapon’. Martin is the present CEO of the Queensland 
Cricketers Club and is heavily involved in the development of 
the sport primarily in Australia, however also to a lesser extent in 
PNG where the iPi Group hosted a visit a while back. 

Martin was an elegant middle order batsmen, playing for 
Queensland 64 times, including a stylish 140 on debut, he 
played for Australia in 3 test matches and 5 One Day Matches 
together with a stint in the breakaway World Series cricket in 
the late seventies. No cricket was discussed on the day though 
where the attention was turned to lure selection, currents and 
pressure points. The weather forecast for the day was lousy and 
the Captain (me!) harboured some serious concern that the 
day would be spent lamenting what could have been, and that 
I would need to fill it up with tall stories about how good the 
fishing was ‘the other week’. 

With no disrespect intended toward our meteorologists, they got 
it wrong, again, and the day turned out to be a cracker! Martin 
landed this respectable 25kg odd mackerel (right) together with 
a bunch of smaller fish and even the professional decky for the 
trip, my son Brandon, pitched in with a reasonable enough fish 
(below). Later in the day we repaired to the dock, substituted 
filleting knives BBQ’s, and beers for rods and reels, and finished 
a memorable outing in style.

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@CEO.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Group 
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A huge and very sincere thank you to all who submit written 

pieces for inclusion in the ‘insider’ quarterly newsletter. We really 

appreciate the information, the up-dates, the stories along the 

photos sent through. Great stuff!

Yes, here in the tiny, but busy, publishing back office – the 

very room we occupy – your stories are received, recorded 

and are highly valued. We understand it takes a certain level 

of dedication and commitment to set aside a moment or two 

during your otherwise full days to jot down a few lines of news 

interest. Sharing your stories is what it is all about. Please keep 

in mind that the activities of the iPi Group spread across Papua 

New Guinea. You may think that the people who work in close 

proximity know all about what is going on in your immediate 

work area but, understand that because of the diverse nature 

of our business operations in country, others who work for the 

iPi Group could well be in the dark. Sharing your stories sheds a 

light on what you are up to with others. 

So, come on … get writing. Have your camera at the ready and 

snap off a few well-focused shots; couple them all together and 

send your thoughts through. We have just cleaned off the ‘news 

desk’, dusted it down and now await your stories; this so we can 

then have included front and centre for the pre-Christmas 2011 

edition. It is already shaping up to be the best ever so if you want 

to be in there … better get going now. 

Best to send all information through Peter Long’s email address 

and he’ll pass them on to the masked man known as the ‘Editor’. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon.

The Editor ‘insider’, C/O Peter Long 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg  
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